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A personal invitation from Dr NP Metsing – SADA HOD: Professional Development
The dawn of the Covid -19 pandemic has really brought us to a point where we have had to transform
the way we would conventionally do things that were standard. In 2020 we had to cancel the SADA
annual congress, in 2021 we went the virtual route. This year 2022, we are delighted to announce to
members that the congress will be a hybrid form. This will accommodate both members who prefer
physical events and those who enjoy attending virtual events. Last year SADA was able to bring you a
rich pool of world-renowned speakers because of the reduced cost of getting them on our platform.
However, the association appreciates that as humans, social interaction is essential to every aspect of
our health. Research has shown that having a strong network of support or strong community bonds
fosters both emotional and physical health and is an important component of adult life.
With both these platforms combined, members can experience social interaction while also accessing
the virtual platform where they can have access to more content.
Whether you join virtually or physically there will be benefits: attend physically, will allow you to
experience the excitement of human interaction with colleagues at the congress especially those you
have been longing to see over the past 2 years, you will also be able to engage the speakers personally.
Those attending virtually will be able to experience the congress in the comfort of their space and
avoid travel logistics.
The association would like to encourage members to register for the 2022 congress and be part of this
exciting experience, which will be part of the new normal. Hope to see you there
#sadacongress22
#sada

